10 YEARS OF ADVENTURE

Ever since we started producing CrazyFly kiteboards we were striving
for highest build quality and top performance. Over the ten year
period we have been able to stick to our mission due to constant
innovations in production processes, choosing recently innovated
materials and coming up with innovative technologies on the
products themselves. We have kept our true face in producing full
carbon kiteboards, while other companies are only talking about
carbon in their boards, we are still producing high performance full
carbon kiteboards. Based on our ten years experience and tests, we
simply believe that if you want the highest performance board,
carbon is irreplaceable.

Ten years is a lot of time and it certainly was a lot of work to get the
product and the brand to the level where they stand today. Therefore
we would like to sincerely say thank you very much to everybody
who helped us along the way. Especially we would like to thank our
distributors, dealers, riders, suppliers and of course all of our retail
customers. Your support is highly appreciated here at CrazyFly and
we will continue to do our best in providing the highest quality
Kiteboarding equipment.
We believe we have proven that CrazyFly brand is the symbol of
highest quality on the Kiteboarding market.

>>rider: ki.hwan.kwon

KITES - NEW ERA

After ten years of working very hard on the kiteboards we have decided to
enlarge the company and add a new product line of water kites. We believe the
new Era of CrazyFly company with the kite project will be as successful as our
kiteboards. We have been testing, developing and collecting feedbacks about
our kites for almost two years and we are sure that CrazyFly kites have the
quality standards required to be branded as CrazyFly.
We do have a lot of improved and new stuff for the 2011 season, so make sure to
check out all of the new products, pics and videos.
Remember, whatever product it is, CrazyFly is always quality you can trust.

>> rider: petr.pechi.pecháček

CrazyFly kites are designed in our house using
the latest professional kite designing software.
Our R&D team composed from engineers,
designers and test riders work together closely,
striving to build the best kites possible.
CrazyFly has always built high quality products
from top quality materials and the kites are no
exception. High quality components, such as:
Dacron, Ripstop, lines, or pulleys, delivered from
leading suppliers in the industry.
All CrazyFly kites are tested by experienced test
riders in many different parts of the world and in
various conditions, ranging from lightwind to
extreme. The kites really get a life time durability
test in those extreme conditions.

SCULP

>> Flat Delta Shape
Originally designed by CrazyFly for top
performance user friendly kites with
automatic relaunch, wide wind range and
comfortable ﬂight.
>> 3 Strut Design
Reduces the weight of the kite and
increases performance. Due to the high
quality of materials the kite is strong
enough even with 3 struts only.
>> 4 Line System
Simplicity with all necessities. Instant
control and easy relaunch even with four
lines due to the shape of the kite. Much
easier set up on the beach and less tangles.
All lines are standard 24 meters long.
>> One Pump System
Is an easy way how to inﬂate the kite
quickly with the same pressure throughout
the kite.

FREERIDE:

As with all CrazyFly products, Sculp stands for the highest standards of quality,
whether it is materials, manufacture, ﬁnish quality or design. Sculp is a kite ready
to deliver the highest performance for, freeride, freestyle, race and wave riding.
Sculp comes complete with improved Equip bar II, kite bag, pump, safety leash
and a small repair kit.

WAVE:

RACE:

RED

GREEN

LIGHTWIND:

CHAM
PAGNE

It is a 3 strut and 4 line SLE kite with original ﬂat delta shape designed by
CrazyFly. Sculp has instant turning responses, reacts to inputs immediately and
feels like there is no distance between the rider and the kite. Due to its speedy
proﬁle and light weight provided by the 3 struts construction, Sculp is able to cut
extremely fast through air and generate loads of power. With such quick
responses and speed, powered kite loops or going for huge hangs in the air is a
piece of cake with this kite. Sculp is a perfect tool to for progressing from simple
tricks to un-hooked freestyle tricks. Simple relaunch of this kite will make the
learning process much easier and quicker as Sculp pops up in the air almost
automatically. With its very wide wind range and excellent upwind abilities Sculp
stands out from the crowd in race and wave riding. Having problems in gusty
winds does not exist in the Sculp's dictionary, its strong build quality and shape
make it stable even in big gusts. Sculp is all about fun, power, speed and performance.

FREESTYLE:

BLACK

Sculp is a high performance kite for intermediate level riders all the way to
experts. It provides all aspects any rider would expect from a high performance
kite. Sculp really is something every rider will appreciate, as it offers more variety
of use than any other kite on the market, ranging from freeride to un-hooked
freestyle, including race with its amaizing upwind and charging waves.

>>rider: ki.hwan.kwon

Sculp

SLASH

>> C Shape
Classic high speed turning C-shape kite
with depower option.
>> 5 Strut Design
Top performance freestyle kite needs a
strong construction and a ﬁrm feel for
those powered unhooked kiteloops.
>> 5 Line System
The ﬁfth line added some extra spice to
bring the performance to the highest
possible level. 5th line also works as a safety
line. All lines are standard 24 meters long,
so it is easy to replace them.
>> Multi Vents Pumping System
Allows high air pressure in the struts
separately. This makes the kite stronger in
maintaining its shape and much more
immune when crashing it on water during
freestyle practice sessions.

FREERIDE:

As with all CrazyFly products, Slash stands for the highest standards of quality,
whether it is materials, manufacture, ﬁnish quality or design.

WAVE:

RACE:

BLACK

LIGHTWIND:

RED

The rider can choose between two basic set ups, freestyle or wakestyle.
Freestyle set up allows higher depower, but cuts a bit of power at the high end.
Wakestyle set up allows Slash to have the most power it is able to deliver, but on
the other hand there is not as much depower possibility as with the freestyle set
up. Once again this feature allows the rider to choose and stay in control. Slash
does not have a one pump system in order to get highest possible pressure into
all struts and leading edge. As we all know, C- kites are usually exposed to many
crashes and slams on the water during practice sessions. Having more pressure
in every single part of the kite makes it much stronger to absorb the energy of
crashing on the water. Slash is all about the C kite feeling, control of power and
top freestyle performance.

WAKESTYLE:

GREEN

Slash can be easily and safely used by intermediate riders due to its high
depower system. Slash is not a pure old fashion C kite, although it has all the
advantages of it, Slash is quite a bit of an all rounder as well. Even though there
is a vast power potential that comes with Slash, it is up to the rider to decide how
much power will be unleashed. With a ﬁve line system and no bridle Slash has
instant control and extremely quick reactions. Slash has huge pop, steady pull
and massive kiteloops come with ease. For those riders looking for loads of
power for un-hooked freestyle tricks, Slash is deﬁnitely the right choice.

FREESTYLE:

BLUE

Slash is a 5 strut and 5 line C- shaped kite which delivers some serious Pro
competition freestyle performance. What may seem surprising is the fact that
Slash still offers high depower and very easy relaunch even without a bridle
system.

>>rider: ki.hwan.kwon

Slash

MOOWII

>> Flat Delta Shape
Originally designed by CrazyFly for top
performance user friendly kites with
automatic relaunch, wide wind range and
comfortable ﬂight.
>> 3 Strut Design
Reduces the weight of the kite and
increases performance. Due to the high
quality of materials the kite is strong
enough even with 3 struts only.
>> 4 Line System
Simplicity with all necessities. Instant
control and easy relaunch even with four
lines due to the shape of the kite. Much
easier set up on the beach and less tangles.
All lines are standard 24 meters long.
>> One Pump System
Is an easy way how to inﬂate the kite
quickly with the same pressure throughout
the kite.

FREERIDE:

MooWii comes complete with improved Equip bar II, kite bag, pump, safety leash
and a small repair kit.

WAVE:

RACE:

GREEN

RED

LIGHTWIND:

CHAM
PAGNE

As with all CrazyFly products, the MooWii stands for the highest standards of
quality, whether it is materials or manufacture. MooWii is the perfect combination of great value, high quality and performance for irresistible price that
anyone can afford.

FREESTYLE:

BLUE

MooWii is a perfect all round kite with great performance and value for money.
It is a 3 strut and 4 line SLE kite with original ﬂat delta shape designed by
CrazyFly. Due to its shape and design the MooWii kite is able to deliver a good all
round performance with slower and forgiving reactions. MooWii has perfect
ﬂying abilities, is very stable in the air and turns very smoothly. With its slower
reactions, it is easily controlled and therefore it is very forgiving to the rider's
mistakes. MooWii generates great power and provides more than enough hang
time for learning the ﬁrst tricks. These are the reasons why the MooWii is a
perfect tool for those riders looking for progress and for those looking for a kite
with good performance for great price. We believe safety is one of the most
important aspects of every kite, therefore MooWii provides 100% instant kill of
power when the push away safety system is triggered. Wing tip handle for self
rescue is of course included. In the early stages of Kiteboarding relaunching a
kite is an everyday job for the rider, but with the MooWii kite relaunching is
something to enjoy. Very low inputs are necessary to get MooWii back in the air
as it relaunches almost automatically. Due to its performance properties stated
above, MooWii is a great kite for snowkiting. MooWii is all about smooth rides,
comfort and safety.

>>rider: honza.sedláček

MooWii

KITE TECHNOLOGY

>> Teijin Technoforce™

>> Dacron Reinforcements

Most technologically advanced ripstop material for the canopy
of the kite. This high density polyester yarn provides for ultra
light weight, high tearing strength and long durability. For long
durability, Teijin Technoforce™ is coated with UV protection on
both sides.

Leading edge, struts and trailing edge are reinforced with heavy
duty Dacron material for maximum durability and higher
abrasion resistance.

>> MarkCloth Reinforced Ripstop

>> Glued Overlap Seam

MarkCloth is used to reinforce the area between heavy Dacron
and ripstop. This provides stronger structure and longer life time
of the canopy. All seams of ripstop and Dacron are reinforced
with MarkCloth.

All sewing of different panels is glued together and sewed
together for higher durability. Panels overlap on each other and
are glued together on the overlapping part. This is further
enhanced by heavy duty precision sewing.

>> Flat Delta Shape
Has all the beneﬁts of a classic delta
shape kite and turns all of its disadvantages into advantages.

>> Speed Proﬁle Struts

>> 3 Strut Design

Learning from the airplane and wing design industry we came
up with a special speed proﬁle of the struts. This proﬁle shape
increases the speed of the kite rapidly.

Reduces the weight of the kite and increases performance. Due
to the high quality of materials the kite is strong enough even
with 3 struts only.

>> Angled Vents

>> One Pump System

Air vents used for the one pump system are angled to make it
stronger and more reliable. These vents were designed to be
very user friendly.

Provides an easy way how to inﬂate the kite quickly with the
same pressure throughout the kite.

EQUIP BAR II

CrazyFly Equip Bar II was carefully developed and designed to be:
simple, easy to use, comfortable, safe and of highest quality. Of course it
also had to perform extremely well. With these thoughts in our minds we
have designed the ultimate bar control system.
The comfort and the performance of this control system are unbelievable. The rider will feel very connected to the kite and very much in
control. Comfortable EVA grip and soft DuPont® Bar Ends provide a
luxurious touch and feel. The rider is in control even in troubles or
dangerous situation.
Thanks to our push away safety system the rider is able to instantly kill
the power of the kite with just one simple push. This bar offers a lot
variety of usage, and can be adjusted accordingly in few seconds. Equip
Bar II is 4 lines and 5 lines compatible.
bar lengths:

>> Simple and clean design
>> Push away safety system
>> Integrated Clamcleat®
>> Internal back lines adjustment
>> Soft DuPont® bar ends
>> Smart stopper
>> Auto position chicken loop
>> Teufelberger® FL-10 ﬂying lines
>> All lines are standard 24 meters long

>> equip.bar.II - 4 lines

>> equip.bar.II - 5 lines

>> Wear test over Korund
Korund is the second hardest mineral on Earth just behind the
diamond and gets used to make the most abrasive wear tests!
On the image:
>> 100 cycles over korund
>> 5kg weight
>> with no twist
>> new coating for production 2011

>> Teufelberger® FL-10 ﬂying lines

>> 2010 line

Highest quality Dyneema® ﬂying lines from the leader in the
industry specially designed for kiteboarding. FL-10 Flying Lines
have a higher breaking load, lower elongation and lower speciﬁc
weight then competitors. These lines have set a new standard
for abrasion resistance due to new coating. A patented
construction with monoﬁl layer assures no kinking.

>> 2011 line

>> Push away safety system

>> Integrated Clamcleat®

Simple and easy to use safety system. We have used the highest
quality materials possible for the safety system to make it
extremely reliable. This system will never let you down in
troubles, because you can simply push them away.

Original Clamcleat® is integrated in the Equip Bar II and enables
quick and easy adjustments of the depower line. Once the
adjustments have been made the Clamcleat® locks the line
ﬁrmly. Pulling the depower line away from the bar makes the
kite more depowered. The rider is able to tune up the kite to its
maximum performance according to current wind conditions.

BOARDS

>> rider: petr.pechi.pecháček

PRO TOUR MODEL
Pro Tour Model is the top board in CrazyFly range of freestyle boards. It is
designed purely to be used for new school freestyle and aggressive riding. This
board was ranked by Kiteworld magazine as one of the top three freestyle boards
on the market. Highest quality of materials and perfectionism in details can be
seen on all the parts of this board.
Brand new technology called Crazy Flex Tips developed by CrazyFly is integrated
in Pro Tour Model. New technologies in composite materials allowed us to
produce ultra thin tips which are extremely ﬂexible and very strong. Crazy Flex
Tips make the kiteboard very comfortable and extremely responsive. They
generate much more pop and provide the softest possible landings. You can
really load up this board and it just explodes when popping you up in the air. We
believe this technology makes kiteboarding even more fun than it ever was.
Crazy Flex Tips pushed Kiteboarding to a new level.
FREERIDE:

FREESTYLE:

WAKESTYLE:

WAVE:

RACE:

LIGHTWIND:

Pro Tour Model is produced with full carbon construction and with extra carbon
ﬁber reinforcements between the feet. Layers of carbon combined with ﬁnest
selection CNC shaped wood core and 3D ABS rails create a very strong, ultra
light and extremely poppy board. Because of its construction, Pro Tour Model is
not suitable for all riders. It is aimed at experts and Pros who are looking for a stiff
board with explosive pop and wide stance for stable landings.
This year we have developed brand new Pro Comp Pads and Straps for
maximum lock in. Narrow footpad shape and wide footstrap shape create a
feeling of riding in wakeboard boots bindings. Therefore Pro Comp Pads and
Straps are very suitable for freestyle and wakestyle. This binding system is
mounted with four screws on each foot to really conect the rider with the board.
Pro Comp Strap has two velcroes for maximum tightening and the Pro Comp
Pad has a countour heel shape for maximum lock in. You feet will not move an
inch. This system is using the Quick Fix system II for mounting it to the board.
Pro Comp Pads and Straps are only available with Pro Tour Model. Standard pads
and Quick Fix II straps are also compatible.
Pro Tour Model comes complete with Pro Comp Pads and Straps, Quick Fix II
mounting system and G10 ﬁns.

>> Top class board
>> This board is very stiff with a lot of pop
>> Crazy Flex Tips - extremely thin tips with
amazing ﬂex and strength, almost
impossible to break them during riding
>> Pro Comp Pads and Straps for
maximum lock in. Narrow footpad shape
and wide footstrap shape create a feeling of
riding in wakeboard boots bindings
>> Carbon construction makes the board
lighter and you will really feel the difference
during jumps. It also makes the board
stronger and lowers the breakability
>> Tip To Tip wood tech core II has no
joints, maintains wood’s natural ﬂex
properties, and is incredibly light

>> rider: boris.judin

Pro Tour Model

RAPTOR PRO
Raptor Pro is a living legend. Best selling board for freeride and freestyle with
astonishing performance. In the long history of this board we have never met
anyone who would not like the board. The thing that makes Raptor Pro so
special is that every rider can ﬁnd their own reason why they like this board so
a very high performance in all of its aspects.
Brand new technology called Crazy Flex Tips developed by CrazyFly is integrated
in Raptor Pro. New technologies in composite materials allowed us to produce
ultra thin tips which are extremely ﬂexible and very strong. Crazy Flex Tips make
the kiteboard very comfortable and extremely responsive. They generate much
more pop and provide the softest possible landings. You can really load up this
board and it really pop you up in the air. We believe this technology makes
kiteboarding even more fun than it ever was. Crazy Flex Tips pushed Kiteboarding to a new level.
Raptor Pro is produced with full carbon construction, precisely shaped CNC
wood core and 3D ABS rails. Full carbon construction provides much more pop,
and makes the board very responsive as well as it brings down the weight and
increases strength of Raptor Pro.
FREERIDE:

FREESTYLE:

This board is suitable for high performance freeride, but if you step on the gas
pedal, Raptor Pro has enough power for freestyle tricks. Raptor Pro is aimed at
intermediate, advanced and Pro riders who are looking for a high performance
freeride board, powered carving and a lot of pop for jumps. Even though this
board is designed more for freeride, it will not let you down by any means, if you
push it harder to perform freestyle tricks.

WAVE:

RACE:

LIGHTWIND:

>> Best selling board
>> Medium ﬂex for smooth comfortable
freeride and soft landings
>> Crazy Flex Tips - extremely thin tips with
amazing ﬂex and strength, almost
impossible to break them during riding
>> Carbon construction makes the board
during jumps. It also makes the board
stronger and lowers the breakability
>> Tip To Tip wood tech core II has no
joints, maintains wood’s natural ﬂex
properties, and is incredibly light. The rider
can enjoy a light board with excellent ﬂex
and pop properties

Raptor Pro features an elegant carbon ﬁber look, 3D metallic colors and comes
with EVA pro footpads, Quick Fix II footstraps , handle and G10 ﬁns.

>>rider: ki.hwan.kwon

Raptor Pro

RAPTOR PRO LTD

Raptor LTD is a brand new high performance freeride & freestyle board in
CrazyFly’s range.
FREERIDE:

This board has a unique double concave shape combined with full
carbon construction and strong CNC shaped tip to tip wood core, which
provide amazing control of ﬂex, stiffness and pop. Cutting powered turns
and making transitions with this kind of bottom shape is so easy that
anyone can feel like a Pro. Say goodbye to water splash, as the concave
channels direct the water exactly where it belongs – away from the rider.
Raptor Pro has a brand new technology called Crazy Flex Tips, which
make the kiteboard very comfortable and extremely responsive. They
generate much more pop and provide the softest possible landings. You
can really load up this board and it just explodes when popping you up
in the air. We believe this technology makes kiteboarding even more fun
than it ever was. Crazy Flex Tips pushed Kiteboarding to a new level.
Double concave shape gives the rider much more stability in difficult
landings and much more power when loading a jump. Riding in choppy
waters has never been more fun than with the new Raptor LTD board. In
addition to eating up chop easily, this board is a very fun tool to play with
in smaller to medium waves. This high performance board is simply
great because it can be used for many various ways of riding styles. It
suits wakestyle riding perfectly because of the concave shape.
Raptor LTD features a special double concave shape, 3D metallic colors
and is equipped with EVA pro footpads, Quick Fix II footstraps, handle
and G10 ﬁns.

>> Double concave shape provides
amazing control for cutting powered turns.
Much more stability in difficult landings
>> Crazy Flex Tips - extremely thin tips with
amazing ﬂex and strength, almost
impossible to break them during riding
>> Carbon construction makes the board
lighter. It also makes the board stronger and
lowers the breakability
>> Tip To Tip wood tech core II has no
joints, maintains wood’s natural ﬂex
properties, and is incredibly light

FREESTYLE:

WAVE:

RACE:

LIGHTWIND:

>> rider: petr.pechi.pecháček

Raptor Pro LTD

SHOX CUSTOM / LTD
Shox Custom is an ultimate freeride board with soft to medium ﬂex for comfortable rides.
This board successfully brought CrazyFly’s board range to a new level and satisﬁed many
riders looking for high quality freeride board.
This year Shox has a brand new custom wood core construction and only specially selected
pieces of wood can be used for Shox cores.

Unlimited number of different
construction layups allows us
to tune ﬂex, stiffness and pop
to the desired levels and Shox
Custom offers a very good
balance
between
these
elements. We increased the
ﬂex of Shox Custom to make it
very comfortable for smooth
freeride and gave more than
enough pop for a few tricks.
This board provides easy
carving and anyone can feel
like a Pro in transition from
heel to toe.
Shox Custom is designed for
intermediate to advanced
riders looking for a comfortable freeride board.

>> shox.custom

r.elsayed.zaki

>>rider: nemo.am

ček
>>rider: petr.pechi.pechá

>> Up wind machine
>> Very ﬂexy soft board for comfortable free
ride and soft landings
>> Unique high temperature ultimate ﬁber
glass construction makes the board softer
and unbreakable
>> High tensile strength Uni Directional
Carbon ﬁbers make the board lighter
>> Tip To Tip wood core has no joints,
maintains wood’s natural ﬂex properties,
and is incredibly light

Shox LTD

>> shox.ltd
FREERIDE:

FREESTYLE:

WAVE:

RACE:

LIGHTWIND:

>> Designer’s hand signature

>> Only 100 pieces available world wide

>> Unique serial number

>> Up wind machine

BULLDOZER
New school freestyle wakestyle, aggressive riding and extra loads of pop are the
ﬁrst phrases in Bulldozer’s dictionary. This board is shaped and constructed to be
pushed hard and it delivers amazing performance on water.
CrazyFly R&D team developed a brand new concept in construction of Bulldozer
2011, which radically improved the riding performance.

FREERIDE:

FREESTYLE:

WAKESTYLE:

Brand new technology called Crazy Flex Tips developed by CrazyFly is integrated
under the hood of Bulldozer. New technologies in composite materials allowed
us to produce ultra thin tips which are extremely ﬂexible and very strong. Crazy
Flex Tips make the kiteboard very comfortable and extremely responsive. They
generate much more pop and provide the softest possible landings. You can
really load up this board and it just explodes when popping you up in the air. We
believe this technology makes kiteboarding even more fun than it ever was.
Crazy Flex Tips pushed Kiteboarding to a new level.
Bulldozer is constructed from ﬁnest selection tip to tip wood core, which is
precisely shaped by a CNC machine. Unique layers of multi axial ﬁber glass
combined with uni directional carbon ﬁbers and 3D ABS rails complete the layup
of Bulldozer. High performance stainless steel inserts are extra reinforced, to hold
wakeboarding boots in tight, even during the most powered wakestyle tricks.
Bulldozer has the wide stance option for more stability when performing
freestyle and wakestyle tricks.

WAVE:

Bulldozer is designed for intermediate to advanced riders looking for a high
performance freestyle board with loads of pop.
RACE:

LIGHTWIND:

>> Flex is between medium and stiff.
Bulldozer is stiffer than Raptor Pro, but
softer than Pro Tour Model
>> Crazy Flex Tips - extremely thin tips with
amazing ﬂex and strength, almost
impossible to break them during riding
>> High tensile strength Uni Directional
Carbon ﬁbers make the board lighter and
you will really feel the difference during
jumps. It also makes the board stronger and
lowers the breakability
>> Tip To Tip wood core has no joints,
maintains wood’s natural ﬂex properties,
and is incredibly light. The rider can enjoy a
light board with excellent ﬂex and pop
properties

Bulldozer comes complete with dual density EVA pro footpads, Quick Fix II
footstraps, handle and G10 ﬁns.

>> rider: petr.pechi.pecháček

Bulldozer

GIRLS
GIRLS HANNAH WHITELEY PRO:
We believe that Hannah’s results on this board speak for itself very clearly. Based
on Hannah’s results this board proved to bring the highest level of performance
in the top class world competitions such as PKRA, KPWT and BKSA. Girls Hannah
Whiteley Pro 2011 is therefore one of the world’s best boards in the range of Girls
high performance freestyle boards.
FREERIDE:

FREESTYLE:

WAVE:

Hannah’s board is build with a strong CNC shaped tip to tip wood core enhanced
with carbon ﬁber reinforcements, which give the board a lot of pop. Multi axial
ﬁber glass allows the tips to ﬂex and provides comfortable landings. Sum it up all
together and you get an amazing board for Girls freestyle competitions and
aggressive riding with a beautiful Girls design. To ﬁnish up strong as Hannah we
gave the board some sparkling glitters to celebrate her victories.
This board is designed for Girls who are looking for a high performance freestyle
board with a lot of pop.

RACE:

Comes with reinforced stainless steel inserts, dual density EVA pro footpads,
Quick Fix II S-size footstraps, handle and G10 ﬁns.

LIGHTWIND:

GIRLS:
Comfort, style and performance are the ground base of the Girls board. It has
always been specially designed for girls with proper adjustments to ﬁt the most
beautiful group of riders.
>> Freestyle board for Girls
competition, specially
designed for Hannah
Whiteley
>> Very ﬂexy soft board for
comfortable soft landings
>>hannah.whiteley

Girls board is quite unique in its details. It has narrower stance width, blue
footpads, blue G10 ﬁns and S – size footstraps. This board has a ﬂashy design and
the glitter paint makes it even more special when it sparkles on the sun like
diamonds. As a cherry on the top, the board has slightly transparent wood which
shows the build quality and looks very attractive.
Girls board is not only special in the design, but also in the construction. Combination of ﬁnest selection tip to tip CNC shaped wood core, multi axial ﬁber glass
and ABS rails create a great balance of ﬂex, stiffness and pop. Softer ﬂex provides
very smooth and comfortable riding, soft landings and eats up chop very well.
Girls board is equipped with reinforced stainless steel inserts, dual density EVA
pro footpads, Quick Fix II S-size footstraps, handle and G10 ﬁns.

>> girls.hannah.whiteley.pro

eva
>>rider: dina.muldash

Girls

>> Soft Girls construction - Unique high
temperature ultimate ﬁber glass construction makes the board softer and unbreakable

>> girls
FREERIDE:

FREESTYLE:

WAVE:

RACE:

LIGHTWIND:

>> Tip To Tip wood core has no joints,
maintains wood's natural ﬂex properties,
and is incredibly light
>> Great balance of ﬂex, stiffness and pop
>> Narrower stance width, blue footpads,
blue G10 ﬁns
>> S - size footstraps

>> rider: ki.hwan.kwon

ALLROUND
Allround

If you are looking for a high quality kiteboard which performs well,
looks cool, and remains at a very attractive price level, then Allround
2011 is your best choice.
Allround is a very comfortable board with soft ﬂex, great upwind
ability and quite a lot of pop. It is constructed from three main
elements, namely, ﬁnest selection tip to tip CNC shaped wood core,
multi axial ﬁber glass and ABS rails. These three elements of highest
quality enable this board to deliver amazing performance on water.
Allround construction is designed to ﬁt a wide range of riders
starting with beginners and ﬁnishing with intermediate riders. This is
the reason why so many kiteboarding schools use this board.
This year’s design features transparent wood, brand new CrazyFly
logo, extremely glossy ﬁnish and some sick graphics. The board is
equipped with dual density EVA pro footpads, Quick Fix II footstraps,
handle and G10 ﬁns.

>> This board is suitable for beginners
and schools as well as intermediate
riders
>> Fiber glass construction makes the
board soft and very comfortable
>> Tip To Tip wood core has no joints,
maintains wood’s natural ﬂex
properties, is and is incredibly light
>> Top class ﬁnish and modern design

FREERIDE:

FREESTYLE:

WAVE:

RACE:

LIGHTWIND:

>> rider: boris.judin

CRUISER

Cruiser was, is, and always will be a light wind
machine. The name of this board explains it all.
Cruising around, having fun and enjoying the ride
even in the lightest winds. Of course, this board can
handle a lot more than that.
Due to its unique core construction combined with
extremely light layers of carbon, Cruiser Pro can
also be ridden with some amount of aggression.
Very well balanced medium ﬂex of this board suits
intermediate and advanced riders. Board rides
comfortably in choppy waters, has ﬂat rocker and
narrower tips which make it an incredible light
wind board.
Cruiser has the lightest and strongest wood core
reinforced with carbon, which makes the board
very light even at its bigger sizes. It is equipped with
ultra thin three centimeters G 10 ﬁns for low water
drag. Excellent upwind abilities and comfort are
other major beneﬁts of Cruiser.

Cruiser Pro

>> cruiser.pro

This board comes complete
with reinforced stainless
steel inserts, dual density
EVA pro footpads, Quick Fix
II footstraps, handle and G10
ﬁns.

FREERIDE:

FREESTYLE:

WAVE:

RACE:

LIGHTWIND:

>> cruiser.lw

>> rider: zuzana.camrdova

THUNDER

CrazyFly 2011 wave boards come in 5'5" and 6’2’’sizes. It has a
construction of a real surf board. High density EPS core reinforced
with wood on the deck are the most balanced combination for the
best wave riding experience. Real surf rails tucked under edge make
it easy to hold carves perfectly, whether it is a sharp one or a wider
one.
Flat rocker and concave bottom generate superior rocket like glide to
make you feel like a ﬂying bullet. Unlike a real bullet, this one is under
control. Due to its smaller size it is suitable for powered agile turns
and easy jumps. This wave board is one of the lightest and most
durable products on the market.
It comes with one piece EVA pro footpad with heel step, symmetrical
straps, and three minituttle carbon ﬁns.

FREERIDE:

FREESTYLE:

>> 5’5’’
WAVE:

RACE:

LIGHTWIND:

>> 6’2’’
>> ﬂex: stiff
>> straps: symetric
>> ﬁns: 11 cm epoxy
>> core: eps
>> construction: epoxy
>> bottom shape: concave

RIDERS
For more information about CrazyFly Team Riders
visit the riders section at: www.crazyﬂykites.com

>> Boris Judin
Serbia

>> Amr Elsayed Zaki
Egypt
“Nemo”

>> Ki Hwan Kwon
South Korea

>> Jonathan Marsh
USA

>> Grom Gormley
USA

Czech Republic

ech Republic

>> Carol Freitas
Brazil

Singapore

USA

United Kingdom

>> Marek "Murphy"
Zach

>> Petr "Pechi"
Aruba /
Pecháček
Cz

>> Hans Hansen

>> Jeff Howard

>> Peter Whiteley

>> Hannah Whiteley
United Kingdom

>> Shannon Gormley
USA

BOARD TECHNOLOGY

>> Crazy Flex Tips

>> Pro Comp Pads and Straps

Brand new concept of ultra thin tips on twin tip kiteboards
developed by CrazyFly. Crazy Flex Tips technology is something
you have never experienced before. They generate much more
pop and provide the softest possible landings.

This year we have developed brand new Pro Comp Pads and
Straps for maximum lock in. Narrow footpad shape and wide
footstrap shape create a feeling of riding in wakeboard boots
bindings. Therefore they are very suitable for free style and wake
style. Only available with Pro Tour Model.

>> Raptor LTD – Double Concave

>> CNC Shaped Wood Core

Raptor Limited edition is a brand new high performance freeride
& freestyle board in CrazyFly’s range. This board has a unique
double concave shape combined with full carbon construction
and strong tip to tip wood core, which provide amazing control
of ﬂex, stiffness and pop.

Core is one of the most essential elements in every kiteboard
and we are very aware of this fact. CNC Shaped Wood Core is
very unique. It is made out of a special Thai exotic wood and its
main properties are ultra light weight and extreme ﬂexibility.
CNC Shaped Wood Core is a part of every CrazyFly kiteboard.

>> Carbon Fiber construction
>> Ultimate Diamond Grip
All 2011 CrazyFly pads have a brand new diamond grip technology. The diamond grip concept is based on a combination of the
main diamond shaped channels for water outﬂow and the
micropores which direct water into the main channels.

Based on our ten years of experience in building high quality
kiteboards with top performance, we simply believe that carbon
ﬁbers are irreplaceable. Carbon ﬁber is ultra light and at the same
time extremely strong. These are the reasons why carbon ﬁber is
used in CrazyFly kiteboards, which are expected to be light, very
responsive and have a lot of pop.

>> Multiaxial Fiber Glass construction

>> Light Weight Dual Density EVA Pads

Fiber glass construction is mainly used for softer and comfortable boards designed for freeride. This technology offers
extreme ﬂexibility and comfort. Due to multiaxial ﬁbers the
board has more ﬂex in torision and still remains very strong, as
the ﬁbers reinforce it in multiple directions.

In CrazyFly, we do not simply follow fashion trends on the
market. We produce highest quality products for kiteboarding to
give users the most beneﬁts. High quality and durability go hand
in hand and our Light Weight Dual Density EVA Pads are not an
exception. This has been tested and proved over a long period of
time and that is why we offer them to you.

BOARD SPECIFICATIONS
SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:
FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:
FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:
FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

125x41 130x40
2.4 kg
2.4 kg
1050
1000
42 / 46 / 50 cm

134x41
2.6 kg
1050

VERY STIFF, CRAZY FLEX TIPS
PRO COMP / QUICKFIX II
PRO COMP / DUAL DENSITY
5 cm G10
CNC WOOD TECH II
NANO CARBON TECH II
CONCAVE
SPEED,
NEW SCHOOL, FREESTYLE

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

127x38 127x40
2.3 kg
2.4 kg
750
750
38 / 42 / 46 cm

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

132x39 132x41
2.5 kg
2.4 kg
740
740
38 / 42 / 46 cm

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

137x41 137x43
2.6 kg
2.7 kg
740
750
38 / 42 cm

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

132x39
2.5 kg
570
38 / 42 cm
MEDIUM
QUICKFIX II SMALL
DUAL DENSITY
5 cm G10
3T CNC WOOD
UD CARBON / FIBER GLASS
CONCAVE
MEDIUM
GIRLS FREESTYLE
COMPETITION

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

136x41
3.0 kg
700

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

MEDIUM
QUICKFIX II
DUAL DENSITY
5 cm G10
3T CNC WOOD
UD CARBON / FIBER GLASS
CONCAVE
HIGH SPEED
FREERIDE

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

132x41 133x43
2.8 kg
3.0 kg
650
680
38 / 42 / 46 cm

132x43
2.6 kg
760

MEDIUM, CRAZY FLEX TIPS
QUICKFIX II
DUAL DENSITY
5 cm G10
CNC WOOD TECH II
NANO CARBON TECH II
CONCAVE
SPEED
FREESTYLE, FREERIDE

132x41 136x41
2.5 kg
2.6 kg
800
750
38 / 42 / 46 cm
MEDIUM, CRAZY FLEX TIPS
QUICKFIX II
DUAL DENSITY
5 cm G10
CNC WOOD TECH II
NANO CARBON TECH II
DOUBLE CONCAVE
SPEED
FREESTYLE, FREERIDE

132x41 133x43
2.8 kg
3.0 kg
650
680
38 / 42 / 46 cm

136x41
3.0 kg
700

MEDIUM
QUICKFIX II
DUAL DENSITY
5 cm G10
3T CNC WOOD
UD CARBON / FIBER GLASS
CONCAVE
HIGH SPEED
FREERIDE

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:
FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

135x40
2.5 kg
520
40 cm

MEDIUM, CRAZY FLEX TIPS
QUICKFIX II
DUAL DENSITY
5 cm G10
3T CNC WOOD
UD CARBON
CONCAVE
SPEED
NEW SCHOOL, FREESTYLE,
AGGRESSIVE RIDING

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

138x40
2.6 kg
470
40 cm

138x43
2.8 kg
520

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

145x41
2.8 kg
420
40 cm

145x48
2.9 kg
550

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

132x39 135x41
2.45kg 2.7 kg
550
540
38 / 42 cm

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

38 cm
15’’

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

125x38 127x38
2.3 kg
2.3 kg
580
580
34 / 38 cm

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

37 cm
14.5’’

135x41
2.7 kg
750

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

34 cm
13.5’’

130x41 135x39
2.6 kg
2.5 kg
800
700
42 / 46 / 50 cm

40 cm
15.5’’

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

VERY FLEX
QUICKFIX II SMALL
DUAL DENSITY
5 cm G10
3T CNC WOOD
FIBER GLASS
CONCAVE
MEDIUM
FREESTYLE, FREERIDE

135x46 145x44
2.9 kg
2.6 kg
600
900
38 / 42 cm

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

42 cm
16.5’’

154x44
3.5 kg
600
37 / 41 cm
MEDIUM
QUICKFIX II
DUAL DENSITY
5 cm G10
3T CNC WOOD
FIBER GLASS
FLAT
SPEED
FREERIDE

145x48
3.2 kg
770

MEDIUM
QUICKFIX II
DUAL DENSITY
3 cm G10
3T CNC WOOD
NANO CARBON TECH II
FLAT
SPEED
FREERIDE

41 cm
16’’

VERY FLEX
ASYMETRIC
DUAL DENSITY
5 cm G10
3T CNC WOOD
FIBER GLASS
FLAT
ALLROUND
FREERIDE

46 cm
18’’

50 cm
19.5’’

SIZE: 5’5’’
WEIGHT: 2.7 kg
FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

6’2’’
3.2 kg

STIFF
SYMETRIC
WAVE
11 cm EPOXY
EPS
EPOXY
CONCAVE
WAVE
WAVERIDING

BOARD SELECTOR

DIMENSIONS:

125x41

130x40

134x41

132x41

133x43

136x41

132x41

133x43

136x41

127x38

127x40

132x39

132x41

132x43

137x41

137x43

132x41

136x41

LEVEL OF RIDING:
BEGINNER / ADVANCED / EXPERT

WIND CONDITIONS:
LIGHT / MEDIUM / STRONG

WEIGHT OF RIDER:
70 kg / 80 kg / 90 kg

RIDING STYLE:
FREESTYLE / FREERIDE

FLEX:
SOFT / MEDIUM / STIFF

DIMENSIONS:
LEVEL OF RIDING:
BEGINNER / ADVANCED / EXPERT

WIND CONDITIONS:
LIGHT / MEDIUM / STRONG

WEIGHT OF RIDER:
70 kg / 80 kg / 90 kg

RIDING STYLE:
FREESTYLE / FREERIDE

FLEX:
SOFT / MEDIUM / STIFF

132x39

130x41

135x39

135x41

135x40

138x40

138x43

145x41

125x38

127x38

132x39

135x41

135x46

145x44

145x48

154x44

145x48

5’5’’

6’2’’

DISTRIBUTORS

WE ADVISE YOU TO REGISTER YOUR CRAZYFLY PRODUCT ON: www.crazyﬂykites.com/register

© CrazyFly Kiteboarding 2010.
All rights reserved.
CrazyFly is a registered trademark.

Crazy Fly s.r.o.
gen. M. R. Štefánika 19
911 01 Trenčín
Slovakia

tel: 00421 32 743 42 72
fax: 00421 32 743 42 73
info@crazyﬂykites.com
www.crazyﬂykites.com

Crazy Fly s.r.o. has the right for changes and modiﬁcations of the shown products.
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